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2 Monkeys 

 
PMD M1 

  
T1 T2 T1 T2 

Fixed Duration linear (coh) 
p-value 2.60E-19* 8.30E-32* 1.12E-05* 3.56E-08* 

β 17.11 -23.44 7.46 -8.93 

      
Fixed Duration log2(coh) 

p-value 3.61E-14* 1.08E-27* 4.43E-06* 1.09E-05* 

β 1.94 -3.17 1.02 -1.06 
 
 
 Variable Duration linear (coh) p-value 1.68E-14* 3.32E-12* 8.01E-07* 6.56E-03 

 β 19.153 -21.78 15.23 -6.95 

      

 Variable Duration log2(coh) p-value 3.02E-13* 1.93E-10* 1.01E-04* 8.70E-03 

 β 2.66 -2.62 1.78 -0.94 
	3	
 4	
Supp. Table 1 – Model fitting of single trial DV slopes as a function of coherence.  5	
To assess the effect of stimulus coherence on the single trial DV slopes we fit two 6	
different linear models to the data. The first model tested the whether single trial DV 7	
slopes variance could be explained by a linear term on stimulus coherence and the 8	
second model tested single trial DV slopes variance could be explained by a linear 9	
term on log2 of stimulus coherence.  For each model the fits were performed 10	
separately for each brain area, choice and task variant. P-values denote the likelihood 11	
of wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis under which the linear terms (on coherence 12	
and log2 (coherence)) are zero. All fits for a given model, task and area are significant 13	
at p=0.05 Bonferroni corrected for 8 comparisons (*). Data from both monkeys, 14	
correct trials only. 15	
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 34	
Monkey H 

 
PMD M1 

  
T1 T2 T1 T2 

Fixed Duration linear (coh) 
p-value 3.11E-09* 2.61E-17* 1.54E-01 4.68E-03* 

β 16.20 -25.16 3.83 -7.57 

      
Fixed Duration log2(coh) 

p-value 1.82E-06* 1.48E-14* 5.91E-02 3.41E-02 

β 1.78 -3.17 0.68 -0.79 
 
 
 Variable Duration linear (coh) p-value 1.78E-03* 1.11E-05* 4.06E-05* 5.62E-02 

 β 11.42 -19.48 15.73 -7.74 

      

 Variable Duration log2(coh) p-value 6.06E-04* 2.25E-04* 4.00E-04* 2.65E-01 

 β 1.83 -2.28 1.99 -0.64 
 35	
Supp. Table 2 – Model fitting of single trial DV slopes as a function of coherence. 36	
Same as Supp. Table 1 but for fits to Monkey H’s data alone.  37	
 38	
 39	
Monkey F 

 
PMD M1 

  
T1 T2 T1 T2 

Fixed Duration linear (coh) 
p-value 2.37E-12* 9.05E-17* 9.70E-06* 5.51E-07* 

β 18.47 -22.55 9.69 -10.26 

      
Fixed Duration log2(coh) 

p-value 1.91E-09* 3.46E-15* 8.88E-06* 2.95E-05* 

β 2.10 -3.21 1.24 -1.33 
 
 
 Variable Duration linear (coh) p-value 2.25E-14* 6.52E-09* 2.44E-03* 3.59E-03* 

 β 25.84 -25.47 14.35 -8.43 

      

 Variable Duration log2(coh) p-value 1.67E-11* 2.34E-09* 3.16E-02 5.03E-05* 

 β 3.35 -3.17 1.52 -1.59 
 40	
 41	
Supp. Table 3 – Model fitting of single trial DV slopes as a function of coherence. 42	
Same as Supp. Table 1 but for fits to Monkey F’s data alone.  43	
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2 Monkeys 

 
PMD M1 

  
T1 T2 T1 T2 

Intercept 
p-value 7.32E-83* 2.69E-46* 3.00E-46* 2.00E-34* 

β0 9.227 -8.882 6.894 -6.204 

      
Coherence (C) 

p-value 1.08E-19* 3.31E-29* 9.01E-05* 1.56E-07* 

β1 8.76 -12 3.82 -4.572 

      
Task Identity (I) 

p-value 1.15E-21* 2.57E-19* 8.21E-28* 6.86E-49* 

β2 8.314 -9.032 9.632 -12.1 

      
Interaction (C*I) 

p-value 0.5177 0.6405 0.01526 0.4965 

β3 1.047 0.8519 3.977 1.013 
 48	
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Supp. Table 4 – Model fitting of single trial DV slopes as a function of coherence 51	
across both tasks.  52	
To assess the effect of stimulus coherence, task identity and their interaction on the 53	
single trial DV slopes we fit a linear model to the data. The fits were performed 54	
separately for each brain area and choice. For each regressor, P-values denote the 55	
likelihood of wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis under which the linear term is 0 56	
and (*) denotes significant regressors at p=0.05 Bonferroni corrected for 16. 57	
comparisons. Data from both monkeys, correct trials only. 58	
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 73	
Supp. Figure 1 – Diverse single unit responses in PMd a) Neural activity of a well 74	
isolated single neuron in PMd. Activity is aligned to four events in the task: targets 75	
onset, dots onset, go cue and response. Solid red (blue) lines show average activity 76	
level (+/- s.e.m.) for correct right (left) choices. Dashed lines show incorrect choices 77	
to the target of corresponding color: red for right and blue for left. b-c) Same as a) for 78	
two other PMd units recorded during the same session. d) Same unit as in c) but 79	
sorting the activity by choice (red for right, blue for left) and stimulus difficulty (dark 80	
for easy trials, light for hard trials). Only correct trials were included.  81	
 82	
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Supp. Figure 2 – Diverse single unit responses in M1 a) Neural activity of a well 84	
isolated single neuron in M1. Activity is aligned to 4 events in the task: targets onset, 85	
dots onset, go cue and response. Solid red (blue) lines show average activity level for 86	
+/- s.e.m. for correct right (left) choices. Dashed lines show incorrect choices to the 87	
target of corresponding color: red for right and blue for left. b-c) Same as a) for two 88	
other M1 units recorded during the same session. d) Same unit as in c) but sorting the 89	
activity by choice (red for right, blue for left) and stimulus coherence (dark for high 90	
coherence trials, light for low coherence trials). Only correct trials were included.  91	
 92	
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Supp. Figure 3 - Neural population choice prediction accuracy on single trials in 95	
the fixed duration task. a-e) Same format as Figure 2; data for Monkey H only. 	96	
	97	
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Supp. Figure 4 - Neural population choice prediction accuracy on single trials in 99	
the fixed duration task. a-e) Same format as Figure 2; data for Monkey F only. 	100	

	101	
Supp. Figure 5 - Neural population choice prediction accuracy on single trials 102	
(pooled results across 2 monkeys, using 150 ms window).  	103	
	104	
PMd is still more choice predictive than M1 during the stimulus presentation 105	
when using a larger window size. Average prediction accuracy (see Methods) over 106	
time +- SEM for monkey H.  PMd (M1) data are plotted in green (orange). Black dots 107	
denote time bins for which the prediction accuracy was significantly different 108	
between the two areas (p<0.05 Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple 109	
comparisons). Prediction accuracy does reach higher values in the dots presentation 110	
period when using a 150 ms window compared to 50 ms window (88% vs 84% for 111	
PMd and 81% vs 76% for M1 at dots offset), demonstrating the values reported in the 112	
main text do not correspond to a higher bound on accuracy for linear classifiers on 113	
these data.	114	
	115	

	116	
	117	
Supp. Figure 6 – Coherence effects in PMd and M1 in the fixed duration task. 118	
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Coherence effects were defined as the average difference in prediction accuracy 119	
between adjacent coherence levels for a given time window in the trial. 5 time 120	
windows of 200 ms duration were considered. Data for PMd/M1 is plotted in 121	
green/orange. Black asterisks denote windows for which the differences between PMd 122	
and M1 were significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P<0.005). Orange/Green 123	
asterisks correspond to windows for which the coherence effects were significantly 124	
larger than zero (Wilcoxon sign rank test, P<0.005).   125	
Coherence effects are nonexistent in the 200 ms of dots presentation and highest in 126	
the 200-400 ms period, after which they slowly decay but remain significantly larger 127	
than 0 for the remainder of the stimulus presentation. 	128	
 129	
	130	

	131	
	132	
Supp. Figure 7 – Single trial Decision Variable slope fitting procedure.  133	
	134	
a) Two-neuron diagram of a linear classifier for choice and putative decision 135	
variable. The spike count of neuron 1 is plotted as a function of the spike count of 136	
neuron 2 for a given epoch in the task. The different data points show combinations of 137	
neuron 1 and neuron 2 activity for the same epoch across different trials and are 138	
labeled based on the ultimate choice of the subject. The purple dashed line depicts the 139	
linear classifier boundary that best separates left and right trials based on the neural 140	
activity of these two neurons on a given set of training trials. In the illustrated 141	
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diagram, all right choices (T1 trials) are above the boundary and most left choices (T2 142	
trials) are below the boundary. The T2 trial above the boundary represents a left 143	
choice trial that was incorrectly predicted to be a right choice trial. For our logistic 144	
regression the confidence of the model in its own predictions can be calculated as the 145	
distance of the neural activity to the classifying boundary (length of the black arrows). 146	
Even correctly predicted trials will have different degrees of confidence associated 147	
with their prediction. This confidence is interpreted as a proxy for a decision variable 148	
(DV). 149	
b) Decision variable increases in magnitude as a function of time and stimulus 150	
coherence for both choices. Average value of the model decision variable during the 151	
dots presentation as a function of time, stimulus coherence, and choice. Positive 152	
values correspond to higher likelihood of a right choice and negative values to a 153	
higher likelihood of a left choice at the end of the trial. Solid traces indicate trials that 154	
ended in a rightward choice; dashed traces indicate leftward choices. Darker tones 155	
corresponding to high coherence (easy) stimuli; lighter tones to low coherence 156	
(harder) stimuli. Only correct trials were analyzed and plotted.  The shaded areas 157	
indicate +- SEM. Results for one example dataset from Monkey H PMd. As expected 158	
from Figure 2b, DV depends on stimulus difficulty in a lawful manner.   	159	
c) Single trial decision variable traces. Traces of the model decision variable during 160	
the dots presentation as a function of time are shown for two example trials. Solid 161	
trace indicates a trial that ended in a rightward choice; dashed trace indicates a 162	
leftward choice trial. Data from Monkey F PMd in the fixed duration task. To analyze 163	
how the initial DV slopes vary with coherence on single trials, we focused on window 164	
during which average coherence effects were strongest ([0-500] ms aligned to dots 165	
onset, blue box). 	166	
d) Tri-linear fits to truncated single trial DV traces. Same data as in c) truncated to 167	
[0,500] ms and aligned to dots onset, fit with tri-linear curves. The results of the fits 168	
for the corresponding trials are shown in blue. For our analysis we focused on the 169	
initial non-zero slope as the best signature of the rate of DV change following 170	
stimulus onset. 	171	
	172	
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	177	
Supp. Figure 8 - Effects of stimulus duration uncertainty on choice prediction 178	
accuracy and single-trial measurements of the model decision variable.  a-c) 179	
Same as Figure 3 for Monkey H only. 180	
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Supp. Figure 9 - Effects of stimulus duration uncertainty on choice prediction 201	
accuracy and single-trial measurements of the model decision variable.  a-c) 202	
Same as Figure 3 for Monkey F only. 203	
 204	
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 206	
Supp. Figure 10 – Additional parameters obtained for single trial DV fits in PMd 207	
for both targets and tasks. a) Time of first slope change, b) Time of second slope 208	
change, c) DV Offset (average baseline DV at dots onset) and d) Second non-zero 209	
slope, as a function of coherence, choice and task   210	
 211	
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 213	
Supp. Figure 11 – Additional parameters obtained for single trial DV fits in PMd 214	
for both targets and tasks. a) First slope time change, b) Second slope time change, 215	
c) DV offset and d) Second non-zero slope, as a function of coherence, choice and 216	
task   217	
 218	

 219	
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Supp. Figure 12 – RT prediction model performance on individual time points 220	
for a representative session in the fixed duration task. Scatter plot of measured 221	
RTs (y-axis) vs model RTs (x-axis) predicted from neural activity at different time 222	
points in the trial. Measured RTs are the same in each panel of a row.   Top/bottom 223	
panels show results for T1/T2 choices.  Each column corresponds to one time point in 224	
the trial: dots onset, 500 ms after dots onset, go cue onset, and 250 ms after the go cue 225	
onset (from left to right). Insets show R2 and p-value for linear regression between 226	
measured and model RTs for each choice and time point. Each dot corresponds to one 227	
trial. The closer the dots get to the identity line the higher the model performance. 228	
Data for one session from Monkey F M1 in the fixed duration task.  229	
 230	

 231	
 232	
Supp. Figure 13 – RT prediction model performance on individual time points 233	
for a representative session in the variable duration task. Same as Supp. Figure 234	
12 but for data for one session from Monkey F M1 in the variable duration task.  235	
 236	
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 237	
 238	
Supp. Figure 14 - Neural activity in PMd and M1 only becomes predictive of 239	
saccade RT around the go-cue in both tasks and is never predictive of saccade 240	
peak velocity. a-d) Same conventions as Figure 4 a-d) for saccade RT. e-h) Same as 241	
Figure 4 e-h) for saccade velocity.	242	
 243	
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 248	
Supp. Figure 15 - Psychophysical performance in the motion discrimination task 249	
for long trials 250	
Percentage correct is plotted as a function of motion coherence for the fixed duration 251	
version (black) for monkey H (left panel) and monkey F (right panel). Data are re-252	
plotted from Fig. 1C. Percentage correct for long (>800 ms duration) trials in the 253	
variable duration task is plotted in dark red. Observed data points (+/- SEM) are 254	
represented by the dark red and black markers.  The data for each task was 255	
independently fit with Weibull curves (red and black curves). 17167/ 17440 trials for 256	
the fixed duration task and 461/569, >800 ms duration trials for the variable duration 257	
task for monkey H/F, respectively. Insets show the fit parameters for the 258	
corresponding trials.  259	
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 269	
Supp. Figure 16 – Stability of choice representation during dots is dependent on 270	
the statistics of stimulus duration.  a-d) Same as figure 6 a-d) for Monkey H. 271	
 272	
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 274	
 275	
Supp. Figure 17 – Stability of choice representation during dots is dependent on 276	
the statistics of stimulus duration.  a-d) Same as figure 6 a-d) for Monkey F. 277	
 278	
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 280	
Supp. Figure 18 - Neural population choice prediction accuracy on single trials 281	
in the fixed duration task: multiple vs single classifiers (pooled results across 2 282	
monkeys).	283	
	284	
a) Single and multiple classifiers result in similar performance for targets, dots 285	
and pre-go epochs but not for reach epoch for PMd. Average prediction accuracy 286	
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(see Methods) over time +- SEM for both monkeys PMd.  Single (multiple) classifier 287	
results are plotted in dark (light) green. Data for multiple classifiers are re-plotted 288	
from Figure 2a.  Black dots denote time bins for which the prediction accuracy was 289	
significantly different between the two areas (Wilcoxon signed-rank p<0.05 Holm-290	
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons). Single Classifier does slightly better 291	
for targets, dots and pre-go periods and much worse than multiple classifiers for reach 292	
period.  293	
b) Single and multiple classifiers result in similar performance for targets, dots 294	
and pre-go epoch but not the reach epoch for M1. Equivalent to a) but for M1. 295	
Same conventions apply.  296	
c) Summary of performance difference between single and multiple classifiers 297	
within each epoch. Average performance difference between single and multiple 298	
classifiers (accuracy difference in percentage correct) for each of the epochs plotted in 299	
a). Positive number numbers correspond to better single classifier performance and 300	
negative numbers to better multiple classifier performance. Black asterisks 301	
correspond to windows for which the coherence effects were significantly larger than 302	
zero (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P<0.001).  303	
d) Same as c) for M1.  For both areas ( c) and d) ) the difference of choice prediction 304	
accuracies between the single and the multiple classifiers was small and positive for 305	
the target, dots and pre-go epochs, demonstrating substantial choice representation 306	
stability in these periods (between 1% ±0.15% and 3% ±0.26%).  In contrast, for the 307	
peri-movement period, the difference in prediction accuracies was strongly negative 308	
and significantly different from the dots and delay epochs (Wilcoxon signed-rank test 309	
p<10-3), confirming choice representation instability (-10% ±0.56% /-14% ±0.75% for 310	
PMD/M1, respectively).  311	
	312	
 313	
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 315	
Supp. Figure 19 - Neural population choice prediction accuracy on single trials 316	
in the variable duration task: multiple vs single classifiers (pooled results across 317	
2 monkeys).	318	
	319	
a)-d) same as Supp. Figure 18 a)-d) but for the variable duration task. 320	
 321	
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For both areas ( c) and d) ) the difference of choice prediction accuracies between the 322	
single and the multiple classifiers was small and positive for the target, dots and pre-323	
go epochs, demonstrating substantial choice representation stability in these periods 324	
(between 0.8% ±0.42% to 1.6% ±0.34%).  In contrast, for the peri-movement period, 325	
the difference in prediction accuracies was strongly negative and significantly 326	
different from the dots and delay epochs (Wilcoxon signed-rank test p<10-3), 327	
confirming choice representation instability (-12%±1.01% / -13%±0.46% for 328	
PMD/M1, respectively).  329	
 330	
 331	
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 333	
Supp. Figure 20 - Neural population choice prediction accuracy on single trials 334	
in the fixed duration task when applying classifiers across epochs (pooled results 335	
across 2 monkeys).	336	
	337	
a) Only dots and pre-go classifiers perform well across epochs in PMd. Average 338	
prediction accuracy (see Methods) over time +- SEM for both monkeys for decoders 339	
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trained in the targets (cyan), dots (dark yellow), pre-go (magenta) and reach (black) 340	
periods. If the choice subspaces for two independent epochs are similar, the decoder 341	
from one epoch ought to accurately predict choice in the other epoch. Dots decoder 342	
performs well during pre-go period and vice-versa. Targets and reach decoders 343	
perform poorly across other epochs.  344	
b) Only dots and pre-go classifiers perform well across epochs in M1. Equivalent 345	
to a) but for M1. Same conventions apply.  346	
c) Summary of performance difference between single and multiple classifiers 347	
within each epoch. Average performance difference between within-epoch classifier 348	
and across-epoch classifiers for each of the epochs plotted in a). Error bars 349	
correspond to +- SEM across sessions. Zero difference corresponds to the 350	
performance of the classifier trained and tested within the same epoch.  351	
d) Same as c) for M1. For both PMd (c) and M1 (d) in the dots and pre-go periods the 352	
loss in decoding accuracy across epochs was fairly small (pre-go decoder during dots: 353	
-6.8% ±0.34% /-3.7% ±0.25%, dots decoder during pre-go: -11% ±1.46% /-7.8% 354	
±0.57%, for PMd/M1), but not for other pairs of epochs (e.g., reach decoder during 355	
pre-go: -31.0% ±1.71% /-42.8% ±1.5% for PMd/M1). The small negative values for 356	
dots and pre-go epochs suggest that while the subspaces were largely overlapping 357	
they were not perfectly identical.  358	

 359	
 360	
Supp. Figure 21 – Recruitment of choice predictive cells is accelerated for both 361	
brain areas under uncertainty conditions. a-b) Same as Figure 7 a-b) for monkey 362	
H. 363	
 364	
 365	
 366	
 367	
 368	
 369	
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 371	
Supp. Figure 22 – Recruitment of choice predictive cells is accelerated for both 372	
brain areas under uncertainty conditions. a-b) Same as Figure 7 a-b) for monkey 373	
F. 374	
 375	

 376	
Supp. Figure 23 – Side preference of choice predictive cells is largely maintained 377	
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during stimulus and pre-go periods for both brain areas and tasks. a) Individual 378	
unit choice predictive activity is stable during dots presentation and builds up 379	
slower in the fixed duration task. Area under ROC traces for all units recorded in 380	
one session in PMd (same units as Fig.7c). Traces (one row for each unit) were sorted 381	
by onset of significant choice modulation during the dots presentation for right 382	
preferring units (red traces) and left preferring units (blue traces). White solid lines 383	
denote the separation of epochs (dots end, and go cue +200 ms); golden, magenta and 384	
black dashed lines mark the dots onset, go cue and reach initiation, respectively. Top 385	
horizontal dashed white line separates right from left preferring units and bottom 386	
horizontal dashed white line separates the latter from the remainder of the population 387	
(below). Horizontal dashed gray line separates cells with significant choice 388	
modulation during dots (above) from cells with significant choice modulation starting 389	
in the delay period. Data from Monkey F. b) Same as a) for M1 (same units as 390	
Fig.7d). 391	
c) Individual unit choice predictive activity is stable during dots presentation 392	
and builds up faster in the variable duration task. Figure conventions as in a). 393	
Data from Monkey F (same units as Fig.7e). d) Same as c) for M1 (same units as 394	
Fig.7f).  395	

 396	
 397	
Supp. Figure 24 - Choice signal is robust and distributed across the population of 398	
cells in both areas and both tasks.  a-b) Same as figure 8 a-b) for Monkey H.	399	
 400	
 401	

 402	
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  403	
Supp. Figure 25 - Choice signal is robust and distributed across the population of 404	
cells in both areas and both tasks.  a-b) Same as figure 8 a-b) for Monkey F.	405	
 406	
 407	
 408	


